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Abstract-In this paper, we change differential equations on the half line to certain singular 
problems on finite interval, and then use a specific Jacobi approximation for solving the resulting 
problems numerically. Theoretical analysis and numerical results demonstrate the efficiency of this 
method. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many problems arising in fluid dynamics, quantum mechanics, and biology are set on the half 
line R+ = {y ] 0 < y < oo}. Some boundary conditions are imposed at y = 0, and as y --f 00. 
There are several methods for their numerical simulations; see, e.g., [l-4]. The first method is 
to restrict calculation to a finite interval and impose some artificial boundary conditions. This is 
easy to be implemented. But it usually decreases the numerical accuracy. The next method is to 
use the Laguerre approximation. Maday, Pernaud-Thomas and Vandeven [5], Coulaud, Funaro 
and Kavian [6] and Funaro [7] developed the Laguerre spectral method for some linear prob- 
lems. Iranzo and Falques [8] provided the Laguerre pseudospectral and Laguerre Tau schemes. 
Mavriplis [9] studied the Laguerre spectral element method. Recently, Guo and Shen [lo] pro- 
posed some Laguerre spectral schemes for nonlinear wave equations and proved their stability and 
convergence. This method keeps physical boundary conditions properly. However, some quadra- 
tures on the half line are needed in actual computations. On the other hand, so far, we have only 
proved the convergence of this method when the exact solutions decay fast enough as y ---t 03. 
The third method is to use suitable variable transformations to change the original problems to 
certain singular problems on the finite interval A = {X 1 ]z] < l}, and then use the Jacobi spectral 
methods to resolve them numerically. Guo [ll] used the Jacobi polynomials Jo to fit the 
solution of the reformed Burgers equation. Unfortunately, this method is available only when the 
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genuine solution tends to zero as y + 00, whereas, in many practical cases, the solutions may 
not tend to zero as y --+ co. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop another Jacobi spectral method for differential equations 
with rough asymptotic behaviors at infinity. More precisely, we reform original problems to 
certain singular problems on the interval A, and then approximate their solutions by the Jacobi 
polynomials 51(2’o) (x). Next, we compare the numerical solutions with some unusual projections 
of the genuine solutions, and then measure the errors in certain Hilbert spaces, instead of the usual 
Sobolev spaces. This new algorithm does not require any quadratures on the half line and keeps 
the spectral accuracy. In particular, it is also available for the solutions growing exponentially 
as y tends to the infinity. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce several orthogonal pro- 
jections and establish the corresponding approximation results, which play important roles in 
numerical analysis of this new Jacobi spectral method. In Section 3, we provide the Jacobi spec- 
tral schemes for some differential equations on the half line, with rough asymptotic behaviors 
at infinity. We first consider a steady linear problem whose solution grows exponentially as y 
increases. Then we take the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation as an example to show how to 
deal with nonlinear problems. The stability and convergence of the proposed schemes are proved. 
In Section 4, we present some numerical results which demonstrate the high accuracy of this 
approach. The final section is for concluding remarks. 
2. JACOBI APPROXIMATION WITH CY = 2 AND p = 0 
Let w = (1 - X)~ and H:(A) be the usual weighted Sobolev space with the seminorm Iv[,.,~ and 
the norm ~~vII,,,. In particular, we denote by (u, w), and 11~11~ the inner product and the norm 
of the space L:(A), respectively, while we denote the seminorm and the norm of W(A) by 1~1, 
and 1/~1(~, and the inner product and the norm of the space L2(A) by (u, w) and 11~11. In addition, 
llwlloo = Ilvll~-c~,. For simplicity, let &W(Z) = (&)u(z). 
In this work, we need another space. For any nonnegative integer m, define 
fiz(A) = {TJ I v is measurable on A and IIv~~~,~,- < co}, 
where 
For any real T > 0, the space &(A) is defined by space interpolation. In practical problems, 
some boundary conditions are imposed at x = 0. So let 
&r,(A) = B:(A) n {W I ~(-1) = 0). 
The Jacobi polynomials 51(2’o)(~) are defined by 
(1 - x)2J,(2’O)(z) = $g a; ((1 - X)1+2(1 +x)‘) . 
They are the eigenfunctions of the singular Sturm-Liouville problem 
a, ((1 - xJ3(i + x) azw(x)) + x(1 - x)2w(x) = 0, x E A. 
The corresponding eigenvalues Xl = 1(2 + 3). 
The set {J/2’o’(~)} is the L:(A)-orthogonal system, namely, 
( 
J(W), Jw3) 
1 ??I > 
= Ylbn, 
w 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where &.,, is the Kronecker function, and Al = 8/(21 + 3) 
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For any r~ E L:(h), 
w(x) = ‘g 8J1(2’o)(x), 
l=O 
where 
1 
jjl = - 
I 71 A 
w(x)~~(~‘~)(x)w(x) dx. (2.3) 
We now consider some orthogonal projections which will be used in numerical analysis of the 
Jacobi spectral method on the half line. To do this, let N be any positive integer. Denote by PN 
the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most N. P, = {V 1 v E PN, ~(-1) = 0). We 
use c to denote a generic positive constant independent of any function and N. 
The L:(h)-orthogonal projection PN : L:(A) -+ PN is a mapping such that for any v E L:(A), 
(PNV - v, 4), = 0, tlv E P,. 
In order to estimate the upper-bound of 11 P NV - u11,, we first introduce the operator 
Aw(x) = -W-~(X)& (W(X) (1 -x2) &v(x)). 
Then we define for any nonnegative even integer T that 
D (A”“) = {U 1 v is measurable on A and Il~llln(~,.,~) = IIAri2vllw < cm}. 
For any real T > 0, the space D(APi2) is defined by space interpolation. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any v E D(ATj2) and T > 0, 
PROOF. Assume T = 2m. By virtue of (2.1)-(2.3), 
-1 61 = 7l 
I 
w(x)J~‘~‘~‘(x)w(x) dx 
A 
= -7;‘x;l s,w(x)& ((1 -~c)~(l +x)&.$~‘~)(x)) dx 
= 71-‘x,l 
I 
&w(x)(l - x)3(1 + x) &J,‘2~o’(x) dx 
A 
= 71-lx;’ 
I 
Av(x)~,(~~~)(x)w(x) dx 
A 
= 7+$-m 
I 
A%(x)~~(~~~)(x)w(x) dx. 
A 
Thus, 
We complete the proof by space interpolation. 
We next consider an orthogonal projection in a Hilbert space. To this end, let cr > l/2 and 
a,,,(u, w) = ((1 - 4 @z% %((l - xb>> + 4% WI, Vu, v E B,(A). (2.4) 
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The Cauchy inequality, 
((1 - x)dzv, a,((1 - z)w)) = lwl:,, - J *(l - x)4x) az+) dz = f MT,” - f 11412 
Hence, 
(2.5) 
Obviously, 
l%,a(W~)l I ~lI~lll,w,~ll’ulll,w,~. . (24 
The B:(h)-orthogonal projection ph : B:(A) --+ PN is a mapping such that for any w E Z?A (A), 
a,,, (PAW - w,b) = 0, v4 E P,. (2.7) 
THEOREM 2.2. If w E l?,(A), 8,~ E D(A(‘-1)/2), and T 2 1, then 
PROOF. Let 
h-1 QJ(Y) dy. 
Clearly, 4 E pry. By (2.5)-(2.7), 
Furthermore, by Theorem 2.1, 
l$J - Wll,w = llev-1 &v - %“ll, L C~l-‘llaZVIl~(A~‘-~~i,). 
On the other hand, for any w E R:(A), 
J 
I 
w2(x)(l -z) = 4, (v?Y)(~ - Y,) dy, 
-1 
whence, 
J 
2 
’ wQ)(l- x)+ w2(y) dy = 2 W(Y) 4,(~)(1 - v) & I 2114II41,w 
-1 J -1 
Letting x --) 1, we obtain that llwll 5 4lvlr+,. Therefore, 
lid - VII I cl4 - &&J I cN1-‘llWl D(A(‘-‘j/z)’ ’ 
The above statements lead to the desired result. 
In applications of the Jacobi approximations to nonlinear problems, we also need to estimate 
the W~P(A)-norms of phw. One of the results is stated below. 
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THEOREM 2.3. If v E H&(A), E&v E D(A6i2), and 6 > 1, then 
IIGvllm I c (llhJllD(A6/2) + Ilvlla) . 
PROOF. By embedding theory, 
IIeGllm I ll~lloo + c 11GIv - 41s,2. 
Let PG be the L2(A)-orthogonal projection. Then 
Ip+ - “I/a,2 I p%J - m41a,2 + IIP‘GV - Vlls,a~ 
Moreover, we have from Theorem 2.2, an inverse inequality in PN, and the property of the 
Legendre approximation that 
While due to an estimate in [2], 
IIGV - VII&,2 I ~ll”ll(3/4) 6. 
The combination of the above estimates completes the proof. 
3. JACOBI SPECTRAL METHOD FOR THE HALF LINE 
We now use the Jacobi approximation with the parameters cr = 2 and /3 = 0 for numerical 
solutions of differential equations on the half line, with rough asymptotic behaviors at infinity. 
We first consider a simple model. Let 0 > l/8 and F(y) be a given function. Consider the 
problem 
-Q(Y) + W(Y) = F(Y), YER+, 
e-(‘/4)Yf3yV(y) -+ 0, aY+m, (3.1) 
V(0) = d. 
We make the variable transformation 
y(z) = -2ln(l - z) + 21n 2. 
Then ~(-1) = 0, y(1) = co, and for all x E A, 
(3.2) 
= f (1 - x) > 0. 
Set U(z) = V(y(x)) and f(z) = F(y(x)). For simplicity, let d = 0. Then 
-(l -x) &((l - x) @Jqx)) + 4PU(z) = 4f(s), x E A, 
U(-1) = liii(1 - s)s’2&v(x) = 0. (3.3) 
A weak formulation of (3.3) is to find U E R:(A) such that 
aw,aW,v) + (4P - WJ, v) = 4(f, v), Vu E i?;(A). (3.4) 
Let (R;(A))’ be the duality of &r,(A). If f E (RI(A))‘, then (3.3) possesses at least one solution 
in &(A). Now assume that Vi(x) and U 2 x are the solutions of (3.3). Set o(x) = U,(x) -Uz(x). ( ) 
Then 
au+ (0,~) + (4P - a) (o,v),= 0, Vu E B:(A). 
By taking v = 0, we know from (2.5) that o(x) z 0. Thus, (3.3) has a unique solution. 
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Now let UN(Z) be the approximation to U(z), satisfying 
aw,a(UN,~)+(4P-cu)(uN,~) =4(f,d), v4 E P,. 
For the error estimate, put UN = FhU. Then by (3.4), 
%,a(UN,b) + (4p - a)(uN, 4) = 4(f, 4) + (4p - a)(uN - u, $), vd E P,. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Further, let ON = UN - UN. Then it follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that 
aw,a (ON&) + (4/3-a) (oN,‘$) = (4P - a)(u - uN,4), ‘dI$ E FN. (3.7) 
By taking I$ = ON in (3.7), and using Theorem 2.2 and (2.5), we achieve the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. If U E B:(A), &U E D(AT12), and T 2 0, then 
REMARK 3.1. The convergence of numerical solution depends on the parameter /3 in (3.1), the 
asymptotic behaviour of the genuine solution as y -+ oo, and the choice of suitable variable 
transformation. For instance, we may use another transformation 
y(x) = -f ln(l -z) + f ln2. 
In this case, we have from (3.1) that 
(1 - x)aZ ((1 - 4wcd) + a ~(4 = a f(x), 
If, in addition, e-9 a,V(y) -+ 0 as y -+ co, then we have 
q-i) = ;il(l - 2j3i2 azqzc) = 0. 
5 E A. 
Therefore, we can construct a similar Jacobi spectral scheme as in the previous paragraph, which 
has the spectral accuracy for p > 2. We see from the above that if e-YYayV(y) -+ 0 as y + cm, 
then for the same convergence rate, the smaller the value of y, the weaker the restriction on ,0. 
We next consider the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation which plays an important role in quan- 
tum mechanics. It is of the form 
aWY, t) + VYY, t) - a;v(Y/, t) = F(YJ), YER+, O<t<T, 
V(O,t) = lim e 
y-00 
-w4)y ayvcy, t) = 0, O<t<T, 
(3.8) 
atvw) = we), YER.+, 
V(Y,O) = WY), YE-l?+. 
Using the variable transformation (3.2), and setting U(s, t) = V(y(x), t), U,(x) = Vl(y(x)), 
Uo(x) = Vo(y(z)), and f(x,t) = F(y(t), t), we deduce from (3.8) that 
a,“p, t) + u3cx, t) - :(I - z)az ((1 - x)azu(x, t)) = fcxc, t), x E A, O<t<T, 
q-1, t) = h(1 - z)3/2 a,u(z, t) = 0, O<t<T, 
(3.9) 
atub 0) = w), x E ii, 
U(x, 0) = Uo(x), 2 E A. 
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A weak formulation of (3.9) is to find U E Loo(O, T; L4(A) II g;(A)) n W1+(O, T; L’(A)) such 
that 
> 
+ i u,,,(W), w) = (f(t), VI, 
Vu E L4(A) n I?;(A), 0 < t I T, (3.10) 
W(O) = Ul, 
U(0) = uo. 
If VI, Uo, and f satisfy some conditions, then (3.10) has a unique solution. 
Let u~(z, t) be the numerical solution. The Jacobi spectral scheme for (3.10) is to find uN E PN 
for all 0 5 t < T, such that 
( 
@UN(t) +&t) - +N(t),‘$) + +~.c&N(t)d) = (f(t),4), 
tl(bEpN, O<t<T, (3.11) 
&UN(o) = UN,1 = p,+u,, 
t&l,(o) = UN,,, = i+@,. 
We now analyze the stability of scheme (3.11). Since (3.11) is a nonlinear problem, it is 
not stable in the sense of Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy [12]. But it might be stable in sense of 
Guo [13]. To this end, suppose that the data UN& uN,l, and f are disturbed by ‘i&,0, f&,1, and f, 
respectively. They induce the error of UN, denoted by ON, satisfying the following equation: 
&N(o) = cN,l, 
fiN(o) = iiN. 
where 
Go(t) = 34$(t)uN(t) + %N(t)U;(t). 
For simplicity of statements, let 
1 
E(cN,t) = Il~N(t)ll;,w,w + - tlfiN(t)tl$ + Il&~N(t)l12, 4 
we take 4 = 2&iiN(t) in (3.12). Since 
2’44a(fiN(t),&~N(t)) =at (tcN(#+ ++N(t,l12) -2Sn(l-“)azuN(z,t)atuN(~,t)dZ 
2 at (lGN(t)l;,, + Q: Il~N(t)lj2) - IfiN(t)l:,, - Il&~N(t)l12 
and 
12(Go@),~t~N(t))l 5 ; h’dt)l14,~ + ; ItfiN@)l12 + 36 (lluN(t)l/; + lbN(t)ll:) ll&uN(t)l12, 
we obtain that 
where 
&E (&v, t) 5 M(a, UN)E (iiN, t) + IIf (t)i2, (3.13) 
M(a,uN) = t (1 f lluNIlt-co,~;~-ch,,)~. 
By integrating (3.13) with respect to t, we achieve the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let UN be the solution of (3.11) and 6~ be its error induced by fi~,o, fi~,l, 
and $. Then for all ,O 5 t 5 T, 
E(fiNd) 5 P (GN,O,fiN,ljfTt) e”(a’uN)t7 
where 
p 
( 
cN,Or GN,l, i, it = 11cN,Ol):,,,, 
> 
+ ; ll~N,Oll;4 + llfiN,1112 + it //i(S) ds. 
REMARK 3.2. By Theorem 3.2, the scheme (3.11) is of the generalized stability of Guo [13]. 
We next deal with the convergence. To obtain a better error estimate, we compare the numer- 
ical solution UN with UN = &u. By (3.10), we have that 
( 
1 
@N(t) + u;(t) - - dN(t),Q, 
4 > 
1 
+ - 
4 %.w(UN(t),~) + eGj(t,4) = (f(t),4), 
j=l (3.14) 
VtiEFN, O<tlT, 
where 
G(h 4) = @u(t) - @UN(t), 4) , 
G&4) = (U3(t) - Ui(% 4) 1 
Gdt, 4) = ; QI (UN(t) - u(t), 4) . 
Furthermore, let ON = UN - UN. Then subtracting (3.14) from (3.11) gives 
where 
V$EPN, O<t<T, (3.15) 
at&@) = 0, 
UN(o) = 0, 
Gd(t, 4) = -3o$(t)UN(t) - &(t)U$(t). 
Comparing (3.15) with (3.12), we derive an error estimation similar to (3.13). However, UN, 6N, 
GN,O, GN,lr and II~NIIL-(o,T~(A)) are now replaced by UN, ON, ON(O), &ON(O), and 
lhb=-(0,T;P(A))> respectively. Thus, it remains to estimate IGj(t,d,oN(t))l, 1 < j 5 3. 
Let E be a suitably small positive constant. By Theorem 2.2, 
I& (h&ON(t)) 1 < ‘& I)atoN(t)l/2 i- E Ne2’ I[@ w(t))~~(,,,,) . 
By Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, for S > 1, 
IG2 (atiN( 1 5 E Ilat~N@)l12 + 5 N-“lla,u(t)ll2,(,,,1) (vwk= + IiuN(t)llim -k 1)2 
Clearly, 
IG3 (&a&N(t)) ( 5 E Il&oN(t)l/2 i- z N-2’Ila=u(t)llZ,(,,,,). 
Finally, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let U and UN be the solutions of (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. Assume that 
for T 1 0 and b > 1, U E Lm(O,T;Nb(A)) and a,U E H2(0,T;D(AT12)) n Lm(0,T;D(A6i2)). 
Then for all 0 < t < T, 
E (UN - UN, t) 5 M*N-2T, 
where M’ is a positive constant depending only on Q and the norms of U in the mentioned 
spaces. 
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we present some numerical results. We take the following test function: 
U(z,t) = (1 +x)(1 - z)7ebzt, b = 0.1, y = -10-4. 
Clea& IU(G t>l + co as z --) 1, and U @ L2(0,T; Hi(A)). But U E L2(0,T; i?;(A)). We 
use (3.11) to solve (3.10) with CY = 20. In actual computation, we need to discretize (3.11) 
in time t. To do this, let 7 be the mesh size of t. For improving the stability of nonlinear 
computation, we approximate the nonlinear term in (3.10) by 
G(uN, t) = ; (t&t + T) + IL”,@ + T)u,v(t - T) + uN(t + T)u$(t - T) + u”,(t - T)) 
The fully discrete scheme for solving (3.10) is as follows: 
$ (uN(t + 7) - hv(t) + wv(t - .T), 4~) + (G(uN,~), 4) 
- ; (UN(~ + 7) + UN@ - T), 6) 
+ f %~,a (‘1L~(t + 7) + W(t - T), 4) = f (f(t + 7) + f(t - 7)~ 4)~ 
$EPN, O<t<T. 
In addition, UN(O) = p:Ue and 
(4.1) 
UN(T) = pk 
( 
u, f Tul + ; (f(0) - t&f + ; (1 - X)&((l - Z)&uo))) . 
Since we use implicit approximation in time in (4.1), we can use larger values of 7 in calculations. 
For description of numerical errors, let @:’ be the Legendre interpolation nodes, and WE;:’ 
be the corresponding Legendre weights. The errors Ei(uN, t) and &(uN, t) are defined by 
and 
&(w,t) = 
The numerical errors are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Clearly, scheme (4.1) provides accurate 
numerical results even for small N and big T. In Table 3, we list the numerical errors at various 
time, of scheme (4.1) with r = 0.001 and N = 32. It indicates the stability of computation. 
Table 1. The errors El(up~, 0.5). 
Table 2. The errors EZ(UN, 0.5) 
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Table 3. The errors El(u~, t) and EZ(UN, t). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We use a suitable variable transformation to reform some differential equations on the half line, 
and then fit the solutions of the resulting singular problems on the finite interval A by the Jacobi 
polynomials 5,(2’o) (x). It is easier to be implemented, since it does not require any quadratures 
on infinite intervals. The theoretical analysis and numerical results demonstrate the spectral 
accuracy of this new method. In particular, this new method is also available for the solutions 
growing exponentially as y --f co. To our knowledge, there exists no other efficient method for 
resolving such problems directly. 
It is not difficult to generalize the proposed method and all results in this paper to multiple- 
dimensional problems. By using certain variable transformations, we can also change some exte- 
rior problems to singular problems on bounded rectangular domains, and then use the multiple- 
dimensional Jacobi spectral method to solve them. If the obstacles are not rectangular, then we 
may use the multiple-dimensional Jacobi spectral method coupled with domain decomposition 
and finite-element method. 
In actual computations, it is more convenient to use the corresponding pseudospectral method. 
It saves work. In particular, it is much easier to deal with nonlinear problems. We shall report 
the related results in the future. 
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